
Services
Real-time Monitoring
The Global Risk Intelligence Team employs state-of-the-art online and social media monitoring 
techniques to provide rapid alerts and actionable intelligence to client stakeholders. Our 
real-time monitoring services help clients respond to critical incidents that pose a potential 
threat to their facilities, reputation, assets or personnel. Our monitoring services can make the 
difference between catastrophic and managed outcomes by mitigating the severity of such 
risks in a time-efficient manner. 

Security and Risk Intelligence Analysis
AT-RISK’s Global Risk Intelligence Team can provide routine, on-demand or event-driven 
analytical reports or presentations on a variety of risks relevant to our clients. We gather valuable 
intelligence through our established global networks and by leveraging advanced open-source 
intelligence (OSINT) collection. An intelligence product can cover a wide range of issues from 
due diligence, person or group of interest investigations, threat assessment investigations, travel 
risks, global security issues and protective intelligence assessments for corporate executives. 

Understanding AT-RISK
Intelligence

AT-RISK’s Global Risk Intelligence Team helps you understand the changing 
landscape of an uncertain world. Our team can help protect you by identifying and 
analyzing threats, addressing concerns over easy access to private data and 
informing you of how international developments affect your organization. We also 
reduce uncertainty by answering the most complex questions about your security. 
In short, our Global Risk Intelligence Team helps guide you through decisions.  



Strategy and Policy Development
Organizations are realizing the need to establish effective strategies and procedures that can 
prepare them for any number of threats – whether its crime, terrorism, workplace violence, 
insider threats or even natural disasters. AT-RISK understands the challenges that come with 
implementing these data-driven strategies into your company policies. Our Global Risk 
Intelligence Team has developed policies for Fortune 100 companies, and startup companies 
in emerging sectors alike. With our advanced research capabilities, we are prepared to guide 
your organization through this uncertain terrain. 

Intelligence Program Design
Security leaders often struggle to find proactive solutions to risk. For companies looking to 
improve their security from within, an intelligence program developed by AT-RISK could be 
the answer. We take full advantage of our extensive industry knowledge to create and 
implement best-in-class intelligence programs for you and your organization. 

Embedded Intelligence Services
Security leaders looking to expand their organization’s intelligence capacities can do so through 
an embedded analyst or embedded analyst team. Our Global Risk Intelligence Team can 
provide dedicated personnel to assist clients, either from one of our office locations or at any 
global client location. Whether you require a single analyst or around-the-clock support, our 
team can recruit, train and manage intelligence professionals to meet your company’s needs. 
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Intelligence lays the foundation 
for informed decisions


